
 

 

 

     

Instructions:  

Stamp Hedgehog Pulling A Cart and 4 Rose images using Versafine (Vintage Sephia) onto watercolor paper.  Color the images as follows: 

Hedgehog: Tattered Rose, Scattered Straw, Vintage Photo, Abandon Coral (cheek) 

Cart and presents: Scattered Straw, Vintage Photo, Gathered Twig, Twisted Citron, Abandon Coral, Spun Sugar, Tumble Glass 

Mouse:  Mustard, Vintage Photo, Scattered Straw, Abandon Coral 

Background: Tumble Glass 

Rose: Abandon Coral, Twisted Citron, Mowed Lawn 

Cut the Hedgehog image into 3.50” x 2.50” rectangle and fussy cut the rose images. 

Create a top-fold card base of 4.75” x 6.00” and round the both corners on the left. Layer over a kraft rose pattern paper (Bo Bunny) of 4.6” x 5.85” (with 

left corners rounded). 

Cut a circle doily (4.25” ɸ) shape (Lifestyle Crafts dies) using light peach cardstock and a circle (3.75” ɸ) shape (Spellbinder) using blue rose pattern 

paper. Adhere the circle onto the center of the doily followed by a white small doily about 1” from the top. Layer this piece onto the middle of the card. 

Create a fish tail banner at 5.25” x1.50” using a pattern paper. Adhere the fish tail banner on light peach cardstock and trim the edges leaving 0.5”. Layer 

this banner onto the right of the card as shown.  

Cut 1 swirl shape (Bookmark dies) and 2 heart shapes (Heartlets) using white cardstock. Adhere the swirl shape onto the top left of the centered doily, 

one heart shape onto the bottom left of the centered doily and another heart shape onto the top right of the card. 

Adhere the colored Hedgehog image onto a light peach cardstock (3.60” x 2.60”) followed by the rose images onto the corners. Layer this piece onto the 

card using foam tapes. 

Cut 1 “Just for you” shape (Just For You) using white cardstock and another 4 using kraft cardstock. Glue the 5pcs together with the white piece on top, 

and adhere it just over the bottom part of the banner (overlapping the Hedgehog image). 

Add 3 white sequins on the bottom left and 3 on the top right of the card.  

Finish with a drop of Nuvo bubblegum on each sequin and let it dry overnight.  

 

 

 

Designer Name: Yenni Natalia 

Penny Black Products Used: 30-306 U R the Gift, 30-398 Purr-Fectly 

Sweet, 51-294 Heartlets, 51-292 Just For You, 51-195 Bookmark 

Additional Products: DCWV pastel cardstock stack (Pale Peach), white cardstock, Kraft 

cardstock, Bo Bunny soiree paper pad, 300gsm watercolor papers, Distress markers (Tattered Rose, 

Abandon Coral, Scattered Straw, Vintage Photo, Twisted Citron, Tumble Glass, Mowed Lawn, Spun 

Sugar, Worn Lipstic, Gathered Twig), Zig markers (Mustard), white small doily, white sequins, Nuvo 

bubblegum, Lifestyle Crafts nesting doily circle dies, Spellbinder nesting dies, Versafine (Vintage 

Sephia), WRMK corner rounder, 3D foam tape, white glue 

 

 

 

 

 


